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HEALTHY | ETHICAL |
PROFESSIONAL

BIO SCULPTURE produces premium nail gel systems, used by
distinguished nail technicians for 35 years! With an eco-friendly
manufacturing facility based in South Africa, BIO SCULPTURE’s

ethical business approach provides quality products and professional
training, ensuring that brand trained nail technicians can offer

healthy and fashionable nail care to clients.
 

BIO SCULPTURE’s professional products are available to nail
technicians through brand training. As a training-based system, BIO

SCULPTURE endorses the highest standard globally and produces
award winning nail technicians worldwide. BIO SCULPTURE certified

training courses are internationally recognized within our brand
systems.

 
BIO SCULPTURE manufacture products with ethical considerations
top of mind. Our ranges include products that are vegan-friendly,

cruelty-free and never tested on animals. 

Our purpose is to provide quality products and professional training, empowering
nail technicians to offer healthy and fashionable nail care systems, guided by an

ethical business approach.
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BIOGEL

Model is wearing 303 Bubblegum Ice Cream 

THE ORIGINAL NAIL GEL
BIOGEL is the original, professional, soak-off, easy wear nail gel system in a jar. With a 5-star Safety
Rating boasting natural nail health, while beautifully enhancing and transforming any nail. A
scientifically formulated pure gel range which varies from flexible to solid, BIOGEL is suitable for every
nail type and is excellent for extending & strengthening nails. BIOGEL is durable, chip resistant, self
levelling, with a long-lasting gloss finish, and removes within 10 to 15 min. With a range exceeding 200
colours, nail art and overlay possibilities are endless. New fashionable colours are launched seasonally,
adding to the BIOGEL range with a matching nail polish range. 

200+ Colours 
Non-chip nail colour 
Wide range of every day wear +
fashionable colours 
Delicate shimmers + glitters 
Adds firmness to overlay 
Instantly dry after LED curing 
30 second curing 
Applied in 2 layers 
Stix available for every colour 

BIOGEL COLOUR GEL RANGE
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EVO

Model is wearing Evo Hailey

GEL POLISH
EVO is a revolutionary, professional LED gel polish in a bottle system that is easy to apply. Consisting of
three pure gel base coats: EVO Oxygenating Base & Build, EVO FLEX Base and EVO CONTOUR Base &
Build, each with a unique texture and purpose to suit every nail type. The bases have excellent self
levelling properties for overlays, adding strength to the natural nail and to create effortlessly create
beautiful nail enhancements.

The bottle and brush system allow for fast application and quick removal within 10 to 15 min, while
being a complete system on its own, EVO is compatible with BIOGEL. EVO has a wide selection of highly
pigmented colour gels with excellent consistency and intense nail coverage that are all named after
special ladies. Colour palettes are compiled by leading fashion experts, adding new, seasonal and
trendy colours as well as everyday wear shades to the EVO family.

Over 150 colours
Solvent-free formula
High density pigment for optimal
coverage
LED Curing in 30 seconds
Applied in 2 layers 
Stix available for every colour

EVO COLOUR RANGE
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ETHOS

NATURAL NAIL CARE RANGE 
ETHOS is the Nail Care range for natural nails by BIO SCULPTURE, pledged to Nail HEALTH. The unique
property of the key natural ingredient in each individual treatment is discretely displayed on its bottle.
Ideal for professional salon use and home care. Each product in this range has a unique scent, colour and
formulation used to support, soothe, moisturize or strengthen your natural nails. 

The ETHOS range includes the following products:
Vitamin Dose, Almond Oil, Black Currant Oil, Jasmine Oil, Rosehip Oil, Cuticle Remover, Kiwi Scrub,
Passion Berry Exfoliant, SPS, Lavender Base, Volcanic Base, Seaweed Calcium Base and Mirror Top
Coat.
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GEMINI

NOURISHING NAIL  POLISH
GEMINI is a professional quality Nourishing Nail Polish that is 10-free non-toxic formulated with
natural ingredients such as bamboo, aloe vera, acai, extracts from lemon, grape seed and ginseng, oils
from sunflower and pomegranate and enriched with vitamin E. The result is an easy to apply and
durable nail polish that improves the condition of the natural nail with naturally-derived hardening
extracts and nourishing emollients. 

These fast drying and long-lasting colours are available in many shades to suit your style and
personality, beautifully packaged in a 14ml bottle. They match BIOGEL’s colours, and they leave you
feeling confident to take on the day or on trend to party the night away. 

GEMINI Nourishing Nail Polish is available in over 150 colours.
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SPA

The SPA range is available in retail and salon formats. 

LUXURY IN SPA AND HOME CARE
Inspired by nature, BIO SCULPTURE’s tranquil SPA treatment range can be used in salon or at home.
Specially blended and formulated to exfoliate, hydrate, protect, and soften the skin and cuticles.
Delivering essential nutrients to rejuvenate the health and beauty of your skin and nails. 

The SPA range includes the following products: 
Cuticle Cream, Foaming Hand Wash, Hand & Body Lotion, Hand Cream, Hand & Body
Butter, Potpourri Aqua Soak, Potpourri Salt Scrub, Apricot Kernel Scrub, Mint Mask
and Heel Balm. 
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ULTRA

For optimal results and prevention of possible adverse affects, always use the brand-recommended curing unit and curing conditions.

GENTLE AND OPTIMAL CURING
ULTRA features  multiple curing settings, use the sleek touchpad to select an optimum power curve for
any BIO SCULPTURE gel. Intelligent power curve technology provides gentle curing to avoid heat spikes
and ensures a proper through cure.

10, 30, 60, 90 second curing 
Easy to use touch pad 
30 Watts 
Auto on/off sensor 
Multiple curing settings 
Intelligent power curve 
Removable magnetic plate 

ULTRA features: 
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FULL COVER TIPS 

FLAWLESS LENGTH
BIO SCULPTURE Full Cover Tips are clear, pre-cut, shaped tips used to create perfect extensions. The tip
application provides consistent length and shape on all 10 nails. The glueless application is user-
friendly while providing increased durability and longevity. Bio Sculpture Base Gel, Evo Oxygenating
Base or Evo Contour Base & Build can be used to adhere Full Cover Tips. 

Oval Short
Almond Medium
Coffin Medium
Coffin Long
Stilleto Long
Square Medium
Round Medium

Full Cover Tips are available in 7 ready-
made shapes: 
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NAIL ART 

ENDLESS OPTIONS
BIO SCULPTURE offers an array of specialty gels aimed at creating stunning nail art. Bio Sculpture Nail
Artists frequently walk away from Nail Art Contests with the highest accolades. The  Contessa Nail
Artist of  the Year for 2023 is Bio Sculpture Canada Ambassador &  Nail Stylist Cathy Torres.  

White Screed - A sturdy white builder gel used to extend a solid white free edge and
create top surface nail art designs. 
Liquid Glass - High viscosity nail art gel used to sculpt 3D nail art designs. Liquid Glass
may be used to create clear images or it can be used in conjunction with BIO SCULPTURE’s
High Pigment Gels to build colourful nail art masterpieces.
High Pigment Nail Art Gels - Highly pigmented gels, used by award winning nail
technicians all over the world. HP Gels are extremely easy to work with and allow for
endless nail art creations. 
Threading Gels - A high viscosity gel with tangy threading properties used to create
effortlessly beautiful nail art.
Textured Gels - A series of gels to add texture to nail art. 

The Nail Art Range includes:
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TRAINING

BIO SCULPTURE IS A TRAINING-BASED SYSTEM
BIO SCULPTURE Courses are structured for both experienced and new nail technicians, who desire
becoming a professional BIO SCULPTURE nail technician. Training courses offer each nail technician
comprehensive training in natural nail care treatments as well as Spa product knowledge, BIOGEL and
EVO product application, nail extensions, full cover tips and product removal. Courses are available in
English and French, taught in person and in our virtual classrooms. 

BIO SCULPTURE is a professional-only brand available exclusively to qualified nail stylists. 
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BIO SCULPTURE offers a variety of options to get started with our system. We are flexible in structuring
opening orders taking into consideration budget, volume and scope of services that will be offered.
Many salons opt to select one of our set start up packages taking advantage of the built-in savings.
Others create opening orders relying on the input of our experienced team of account managers to
select suitable combinations of products. 

We offer 24/7 access to our online shop, but every client is also provided access to an account manager
who is available during business hours.  Account managers are trained to provide product information
and technical assistance, as well as valuable business advice with respect to pricing and marketing
services, adding retail options and increasing profitability.  

GETTING STARTED

BIO SCULPTURE CANADA INC.
5100 South Service Road Unit 11, Burlington, Ontario, L7L6A5
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